Journeys in suburbia

A photographer's 20-year project capturing life in south-west Sydney is part of a digital revolution keeping libraries relevant. Page 5

Oarsome tawosome back on stroke

There’s no new movement in the boatshed and ambitioin of the water as a coaching duo, writes John Dwyer.

J ust as she’s done almost every morning for 20 years or so, the twins, Elke Randall stands on the deck of UTS Haberfield Rowing Club at Iron Cove and gurns the dream. “It’s great to have him back, Randall said of the other half of the twins so-called “owesome”.

They prepared to face their third anxious and coaches for Olympic campaigns between 1992 and 2012, and women, with whom they won 16 medals, a no-nonsense and accurate rower for a Darth Vader of a coach that “prached above the weight” for much of the team’s distinguished history.

“For a while back then, we had to beat the best squad in the country,” says McLaren. “Many of them had been in, we have a rowing club, understands the atmosphere … we strive to be diligent, hardworking, aspirational and cohesive.”

Elke Randall, 58, warns recapturing the old Haberfield rowing club spirit – a remarkable achievement even for a world-class rowing team – will require an investment but it’s created a lot of physical and mental support – for athletes of all ages and levels.

“All rows lead to Rio”

In six minutes and 19 seconds, UTS rower, Laura Dunn reached a new peak in the sport she has pursued since her mid-teens. The occasion was the 2014 World Rowing Championships, held on Lake Lanier in the USA, and in August at the Netherlands’ Bosbaan regatta course. Dunn, in her first regatta for the national team, achieved a silver medal in the lightweight quadruple sculls. As soon as the pan-podium was over, she poured her heart out in an interview with her former coach, Ellen Birkett, now 27, says the lawns much as she did when studying, rowing, babysitting … almost everything. But like Ellen, she wants to coach, and in the gym each afternoon. Dunn, now 27, says the lawns much as she did when studying, rowing, babysitting … almost everything. But like Ellen, she wants to coach, and

“Strive to be diligent, hardworking, aspirational and cohesive.”

John Dwyer is the rowing coach at the Cambridge University Boat Club.}
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When science gets under the skin

A young researcher has spent three years up close with freshwater algae in a study to improve the health of tropical rivers and the Great Barrier Reef, writes Fiona McGill.

For three years, environmental scientist and doctoral student Rebecca Wood has devoted herself to freshwater diatoms, or diatom algae. She has travelled to the steamy, damp air of Queensland to study algae in rivers and the Great Barrier Reef, writes Fiona McGill.

There are dozens of market gardeners and her family, tattooed groups and groups playing big, noisy festivals, celebrating weddings and birthdays, and solitary考核者 gaining, gaining, gaining.

When science gets under the skin

Rebecca Wood used a screwdriver to brush benthic diatoms, inset, from rocks in a far north Queensland river. Photos supplied.

The bigger picture is the narrative of pioneering market gardeners and residents forming new suburbs from the early 1990s.

The archive of a photographer’s 20-year journey through the suburbs of her childhood is the revolution transforming libraries, writes Therese Sweeney.

Theresa Sweeney has thousands of photographs of the area in south-west Sydney where she grew up. Had she chosen her favourites and left them alone, she might expect them to frame her memory of Sydney and its suburbs, write Dr Anna Butler, University of Sydney. She might expect them to frame her memory of Sydney and its suburbs, write Dr Anna Butler, University of Sydney.

The dilemma for the archivist, she says, is deciding when material which might once have been ephemeral is now worth collecting.

Dr Butler says the benefactors of Therese Sweeney’s collection – and her pictures – are likely to include not only her family, but also the community at large.

“Therese’s is a unique collection – building unique collections – and the more the merrier,” Dr Butler says.

Therese Sweeney is pleased UTS has made her collection public. “It’s how we got by.”

“I love the imagery [of tattoos],” says Wood. “It’s like a job and I treat it as such. I think about my work a lot.”

Her husband, Angus, a tattoo artist, was Wood’s inspiration to create a new species-at-risk index for scientists to obtain a direct measure of ecological health.

Photo by Simona Galimberti.

Sweeney says her pictures can help scientists to keep her busy, she has just competed in the national final of UTS: NEWS. VIEWS. BREAKTHROUGHS. She says Dr Ben Kefford, assistant professor in water science at the University of Technology Sydney (UTS), who has been a mentor for the project, has been extremely helpful.

“Ben was instrumental in helping me create a new index,” she says.

The index is made up of three parts: species sensitivity experiments in the lab, sensitivity experiments in the field and compiling a database of diatom taxa with an expert reference.

Dr Kefford says benthic diatoms are “very important” indicators of ecological health and that they are in the environment without pollution monitoring is focused on the chemical, rather than the biological. “It only gets you so far to know how much chemical there is in the water column, you need to ask what effect it is having on the benthic life that lives there,” Dr Kefford says.

“Your is a really important point – you can create a new species-at-risk index for scientists to obtain a direct measure of ecological health and biodiversity,” Dr Butler says.
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**Beekeepers eye the sweet spot**

Can any of Australia’s 83 species of manuka tree yield honey with the potency to fight infection? A new study aims to find out, writes Melinda Ham.

### Medihoney dressings could help prevent infection topically, giving the body a greater chance to fight disease.

Medihoney is already used by veterinarians to hold dressings in place and to prevent infection, but in the case of Medihoney dressings, purified honey is directly applied to the wound. A beautiful success story: this honey to remove the bees. Photo courtesy Capilano.

The global medicinal honey market is already worth $75 million annually. As further research supports the effectiveness of Medihoney, demand for honey wound dressing is increasing in Britain, Canada and the United States. It is estimated that in the US alone, about 6.5 million people have chronic wounds.

"If the research proves the potency and effectiveness of Australian honey, it will give a much-needed boost to honey producers, says Ben Hooper, who represents the country’s 10,000 registered beekeepers with the Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation (RIRDC). The corporation is funding the research project.

This research is very exciting," says Hooper. Australian manuka honeys, he says, sell for about $41 a kilogram, their medicinal grade for about $30 a kilogram. In a good year, we produce about 30,000 tonnes and if the price stays high, we could easily double it. Producing this additional honey would require only minimal operational changes and few extra input costs.

### Ostrich feathers, propaganda and Parisian couture tell an economic back story to World War I, writes Fiona McGill

Ostrich plumage had been a high status item in both Europe and America for many years. By the early 1900s, the industry was experiencing a crisis due to stockpiles and “ridiculous” prices. In 1902, the French seaside town of Deauville hosted the world’s first grand, feathered fashion event, and a society that prioritised boys’ education and discrimination against girls was exposed. In today’s world, an equal stake in education is more important than ever. But in 1917, as Australian girls were being urged to have an equal stake in education, the world looked to Paris... the world’s fashion capital.

### Frontline of fashion

Ostrich feathers, propaganda and Parisian couture tell an economic back story to World War I, writes Fiona McGill.

Brunel Canal opened its first boutique in 1910, on the Californian polo pitch in Paris, and was followed in 1912 by another store in London. The ‘Great War’ of 1914-18, which affected the entire world, caused a worldwide honey shortage, in turn helping to raise the price of honey to levels never seen before, and causing girls to leave education. 

Professor Harry, the deputy director of the ithree Institute at the University of Technology, Sydney, is the reason we believe bacteria are unable to become resistant to bacterial medicinal properties of Leptospermum honeys (known as manuka honeys, in Australia (known as “manuka” in New Zealand), in the US, and in Europe). These are manuka honeys, but no one has yet confirmed that they are able to fight disease. 

The chemistry is very complex and it has evolved over millions of years of evolution. "I set about trying to raise money for another school to have a science lab," says Dr Prescott. "It’s very hard for them to incorporate books other than religious texts in their teaching."

### High ambition for students in the mountain kingdom

By AMANDA WOODARD

High ambition for students in the mountain kingdom. Story by AMANDA WOODARD.
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BUSINESS BREAKFAST
Mindfulness expert Charlotte Thaarup-Owen and Dr Julia Connell, director, researcher development at UTS, will host a business breakfast to provide an introduction to mindfulness in the workplace. In the hour-long session, they will discuss the basic concepts of mindfulness, the history and science behind it, and the small investment of time required to put the theory to work. Participants will do a short mindfulness practice. Thaarup-Owen says the essential part of mindfulness starts with a simple meditation called ABCD – attitude, body/breath, counting, distraction – for a minimum 10 minutes a day. Dr Connell says some of the world’s most progressive organisations and companies, including Google, Apple, Facebook, Carlsberg, Deutsche Bank and Harvard University, now use mindfulness training. She says contemporary business leaders are being asked to do more with less in a global environment that is moving faster and faster, and need to consider “new ways of leading.”

7am for 7:30am start. Free; light breakfast and tea/coffee provided. Bookings essential: email Jacqueline.Jones@uts.edu.au; for more information, go to uts.edu.au/short-courses/1826/details.

Q&A
To mark the international 16 Days Campaign, the Cosmopolitan Civil Societies Research Centre at UTS will host Rethinking Empowerment, a public seminar and Q&A session on the theme of Women, Peace and Security. The 16 Days Campaign takes place annually and begins on 25 November, the International Day against Violence against Women. This year’s priorities are state-perpetrated violence, the use of guns in domestic violence, and sexual violence in times of war. Speakers include Maha Krayem Abdo of the United Muslim Women’s Association and torture and trauma counsellor Neeraja Sanmuhanathan.

5.30pm registration for 6pm start. $35/$15/donation (proceeds to United Muslim Women’s Refuge). Level 4, Room 4.13, UTS Building 2, Broadway, Ultimo. Bookings essential: go to eventbrite.com.au; search for “Rethinking Empowerment – UTS 16 Days Campaign”.

EXHIBITION
In her first Australian show, Los Angeles artist Jill Daves will combine with Sydney artist and UTS lecturer Natalya Hughes to exhibit a range of works including painting and site-specific installation. Or catch the last days (until 22 November) of an exhibition of new work by fellow UTS lecturer David Burns and Sydney artists Todd McMillan and Michael Moran.

6pm-8pm, opening night; noon-4pm, Tuesday to Saturday. Free, Carlton St Project Space, Carlton St, Chippendale. ngart.com.au. Until 13 December

SUSTAINABILITY TOUR
See why the new engineering and IT building at UTS was highly commended in the NSW government Green Globe Awards. Hear about the building’s “living labs”, rooftop renewable energy systems linked to electric car recharge points, and innovative plumbing in which urine is diverted for phosphorous collection.

1pm-2pm, Building 11, Broadway, Ultimo (entry is at the corner of Broadway and Jones Street). Free. Bookings essential: email Seb.Crawford@uts.edu.au.
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UTSPEAKS:
FREE PUBLIC LECTURES

TAP INTO TOMORROW’S IDEAS TODAY

In our changing and complex world, keeping up with the latest ideas, issues and breakthroughs can be a challenge. UTSpeaks public lectures have engaged and enlightened Sydney audiences for almost a decade. By becoming a subscriber you can attend these and other free UTS events. UTSpeaks subscribers receive personal email invitations to lectures, Q&A forums, hypotheticals and industry events featuring leading local and international experts.
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